PubNub
REALTIME.
REAL SIMPLE.
Infrastructure-as-a-Service

Customer Use Cases

- **Chat & Collaboration**
  - ebay (Buyer/Seller Chat)
  - logitech (Home Automation Control)
  - JUST EAT (Notifications and Alerts)
  - Adobe (Collaborative Content Creation)
  - RingCentral (Call Alerts)
  - POCKETGEMS (Multiplayer Gaming)
  - August (Device Control and Monitoring)
  - Glide (Video Chat Signaling)
  - GOJEK (Device Control and Monitoring)
  - DocuSign (Chat and Collaboration)
  - LEAGUE OF LEGENDS KINGS (Second Screen Interactivity)
  - athenahealth (HIPAA-compliant Chat)
Why PubNub?

Focus on innovation and launch fast with our realtime APIs and global messaging infrastructure.

Highly Secure

Built for enterprise-grade security, with AES encryption and TLS support, token-based access control, and support for many regulatory standards, like HIPAA.

Global Scale

Handles trillions of monthly transactions per month. Patented approach to replicate data across 15 global points-of-presence to ensure <250 ms latency worldwide.

Very Reliable

99.999% uptime SLAs, and patented approach to ensure devices can "catch up" on lost messages when they lose connectivity.

PubNub ChatEngine

PubNub ChatEngine builds on what PubNub has learned powering some of the world’s largest chat deployments. This SDK comes with a rich plugin library for core chat features - like read receipts, typing indicators, unread message counts, user availability status - and programmable Functions-as-a-Service. Powered by the PubNub Network, you get enterprise-grade reliability, scalability, and security.

Pre-built Integrations to Popular Chat APIs

PubNub empowers you to build realtime functionality into your apps. 70+ battle-tested SDKs to build quickly and a Global Data Stream Network for secure, scalable deployments.